Portable wireless call kit for easy, rapid deployment.

Always be prepared to convert provisional space into a patient care area complete with a wireless call system in minutes! Whether your need is temporary due to a healthcare crisis, or seasonal due to illnesses like the flu, patients must have a way to contact their caregiver easily and reliably.

West-Com’s wireless emergency call kit is an all-in-one, simple to use, and easy to deploy solution that allows patients to call for assistance by pressing a button on their wireless pendant. Caregivers are notified of the call on the desktop digital call display or on their pager (optional).

The wireless emergency call kit comes pre-programmed and includes:

1. Desktop Digital Call Display, pre-programmed
24. Wireless Pendants (waterproof) with neck straps
2. Wireless Transceivers
3. Power Supplies

Each receiver will cover a 75-foot radius and reports all calls on the desktop digital call display. The system can be expanded to use up to 8 transceivers and 256 pendants per desktop digital call display.

This system is pre-configured to allow for quick and easy deployment.

Configuration Options

- Serial port for optional radio paging system
- Network port for connecting to the FocusCare® Platform

Complete wireless call system.
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Wireless Call System

Available Options:
- Paging Transmitter
- Wireless Medical Device Alarm Station
- Wireless Call Cord
- Wireless Touch Pad
- Additional Transceivers
- Additional Wireless Pendants (Package of 8)
- FocusCare® Platform Certified